General Education Meeting Notes  
February 11, 2019  
4 p.m.  
105 Silcox Center  

Present: Susan Kattwinkel, Lynne Ford, Susan Divine, Karen Smail, Alex Kasman, Allison Jones, Emily Skinner (notes)  

Absent: Chris Mothorpe, Ryan Thompson (student rep) , Matt Cressler  

Agenda:  
I. Approval of minutes from the last meeting  
II. Report from Susan  
III. Discussion of Curriculog proposals  
IV. Discussion of elements of potential Gen Ed website.  

Minutes from previous meeting accepted  

Chair’s Report:  

Math equivalent course:  

A couple of emails between Deb Mihal, Alex and & Susan. Deb is continuing to discuss possibilities with Computer Science.  

Susan has been corresponding with the Finance Dept.- that proposal probably will not happen this semester.  

Alex- Still looking for someone to teach math course.  

Gen Ed webpage:  

Committee members were asked to give input on the Google doc that was shared. Still no response from Marketing. Marketing has been invited to meeting, we have listed what we wanted in very specific terms. Marketing acknowledged that what was there was because of SACS.
Will wait for approval of Gen Ed webpage before putting too much more time into it.

**Next steps:**

Go to Registrar’s Office so that they can weigh in. Might be for next year’s committee to take up with next president. Propose with History. Made. Here. campaign. Reconceptualize general education with theme for 250th Anniversary.

**Curriculog Proposals:**

**Reviewed four proposals in Curriculog for study abroad courses:**
- Great benefit that they’re studying abroad- Lynne
- Susan- Prompt for signature assignment lacking in terms of specificity.
- Discussion of fleshing out “critical analysis.” Process is to show that you’re requiring some depth from students in an area. Mention in context of typo.
- Susan Divine moved and Allison Jones seconded.

**Next Steps:**
Pass along with assumption that typo is fixed.

**Next meeting:** Friday, March 1, 2 p.m., Silcox Center